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winch has written the first full length biography of james forten a hero of african american
history and one of the most remarkable men in 19th century america born into a free black
family in 1766 forten served in the revolutionary war as a teenager by 1810 he had earned the
distinction of being the leading sailmaker in philadelphia soon after forten emerged as a leader
in philadelphia s black community and was active in a wide range of reform activities especially
prominent in national and international antislavery movements he served as vice president of
the american anti slavery society and became close friends with william lloyd garrison to whom
he lent money to start up the liberator his family were all active abolitionists and a
granddaughter charlotte forten published a famous diary of her experiences teaching ex slaves
in south carolina s sea islands during the civil war this is the first serious biography of forten
who stands beside harriet tubman frederick douglass booker t washington and martin luther
king jr in the pantheon of african americans who fundamentally shaped american history
captured at sea a young man must choose between his country and his freedom the atlantic
ocean 1781 james forten is a free african american sailor on an american ship the royal louis
during the revolutionary war after his ship is captured by the british he becomes a prisoner on
the amphion james worries that he will be sold as a slave will james ever see his home again as
the united states gained independence a full fifth of the country s population was african
american the experiences of these men and women have been largely ignored in the accounts
of the colonies glorious quest for freedom in this compact volume gary b nash reorients our
understanding of early america and reveals the perilous choices of the founding fathers that
shaped the nation s future nash tells of revolutionary fervor arousing a struggle for freedom
that spiraled into the largest slave rebellion in american history as blacks fled servitude to fight
for the british who promised freedom in exchange for military service the revolutionary army
never matched the british offer and most histories of the period have ignored this remarkable
story the conventional wisdom says that abolition was impossible in the fragile new republic
nash however argues that an unusual convergence of factors immediately after the war created
a unique opportunity to dismantle slavery the founding fathers failure to commit to freedom led
to the waning of abolitionism just as it had reached its peak in the opening decades of the
nineteenth century as nash demonstrates their decision enabled the ideology of white
supremacy to take root and with it the beginnings of an irreparable national fissure the moral
failure of the revolution was paid for in the 1860s with the lives of the 600 000 americans killed
in the civil war the forgotten fifth is a powerful story of the nation s multiple and painful paths
to freedom a fresh compilation of essays and entries based on the latest research this work
documents african american culture and political activism from the slavery era through the
20th century encyclopedia of african american history introduces readers to the significant
people events sociopolitical movements and ideas that have shaped african american life from
earliest contact between african peoples and europeans through the late 20th century this
encyclopedia places the african american experience in the context of the entire african
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diaspora with entries organized in sections on african european contact and enslavement
culture resistance and identity during enslavement political activism from the revolutionary
war to southern emancipation political activism from reconstruction to the modern civil rights
movement black nationalism and urbanization and pan africanism and contemporary black
america based on the latest scholarship and engagingly written there is no better go to
reference for exploring the history of african americans and their distinctive impact on
american society politics business literature art food clothing music language and technology
focusing on nineteenth century poetry written by working class and african american women
jennifer putzi demonstrates how an emphasis on relationships between and among people and
texts shaped the poems that women wrote the avenues they took to gain access to print and the
way their poems functioned within a variety of print cultures unfolds a multifaceted literary
history of race relations in the united states this book features narratives on such well known
figures as abraham lincoln harriet beecher stowe mark twain frederick douglass and others
from the earliest texts of the colonial period to works contemporary with emancipation african
american literature has been a dialogue across color lines and a medium through which black
writers have been able to exert considerable authority on both sides of that racial demarcation
dickson d bruce argues that contrary to prevailing perceptions of african american voices as
silenced and excluded from american history those voices were loud and clear within the
context of the wider culture these writers offered powerful widely read and widely appreciated
commentaries on american ideals and ambitions the origins of african american literature
provides strong evidence to demonstrate just how much writers engaged in a surprising
number of dialogues with society as a whole along with an extensive discussion of major
authors and texts including phillis wheatley s poetry frederick douglass s narrative harriet
jacobs incidents in the life of a slave girl and martin delany s blake bruce explores less
prominent works and writers as well thereby grounding african american writing in its
changing historical settings the origins of african american literature is an invaluable
revelation of the emergence and sources of the specifically african american literary tradition
and the forces that helped shape it sketches of the higher classes of colored society in
philadelphia first published in 1841 was written by joseph willson a southern black man who
had moved to philadelphia he wrote this book to convince whites that the african american
community in his adopted city did indeed have a class structure and he offers advice to his
black readers about how they should use their privileged status the significance of willson s
account lies in its sophisticated analysis of the issues of class and race in philadelphia it is all
the more important in that it predates w e b du bois s the philadelphia negro by more than half
a century julie winch has written a substantial introduction and prepared extensive annotation
she identifies the people willson wrote about and gives readers a sense of philadelphia s
multifaceted and richly textured african american community the elite of our people will
interest urban antebellum and african american historians as well as individuals with a general
interest in african american history this volume has withstood the test of time it remains
readable joseph willson was well read articulate and had a keen eye for detail his message is as
timely today as it was in 1841 the people he wrote about were remarkable individuals whose
lives were as complex as his own despite important recovery and authentication efforts during
the last twenty five years the vast majority of nineteenth century african american writers and
their work remain unknown to today s readers moreover the most widely used anthologies of
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black writing have established a canon based largely on current interests and priorities seeking
to establish a broader perspective this collection brings together a wealth of autobiographical
writings fiction poetry speeches sermons essays and journalism that better portrays the
intellectual and cultural debates social and political struggles and community publications and
institutions that nurtured black writers from the early 1800s to the eve of the harlem
renaissance as editor ajuan mance notes previous collections have focused mainly on writing
that found a significant audience among white readers consequently authors whose work
appeared in african american owned publications for a primarily black audience such as
solomon g brown henrietta cordelia ray and t thomas fortune have faded from memory even
figures as celebrated as frederick douglass and paul laurence dunbar are today much better
known for their cross racial writings than for the larger bodies of work they produced for a
mostly african american readership there has also been a tendency in modern canon making
especially in the genre of autobiography to stress antebellum writing rather than writings
produced after the civil war and reconstruction similarly religious writings despite the
centrality of the church in the everyday lives of black readers and the interconnectedness of
black spiritual and intellectual life have not received the emphasis they deserve filling those
critical gaps with a selection of 143 works by 65 writers before harlem presents as never
before an in depth picture of the literary aesthetic and intellectual landscape of nineteenth
century african america and will be a valuable resource for a new generation of readers in this
groundbreaking study portnoy links antebellum indian removal debates with crucial
simultaneous debates about african americans abolition of slavery and african colonization
revealing ways european american women negotiated prohibitions to make their voices heard
vol 1 a f vol 2 g o vol 3 p z modern period a small group of black and white american women
who banded together in the 1830s and 1840s to remedy the evils of slavery and racism the
antislavery females included many who ultimately struggled for equal rights for women as well
organizing fundraising fairs writing pamphlets and giftbooks circulating petitions even
speaking before promiscuous audiences including men and women the antislavery women
energetically created a diverse and dynamic political culture a lively exploration of this
nineteenth century reform movement the abolitionist sisterhood includes chapters on the
principal female antislavery societies discussions of black women s political culture in the
antebellum north articles on the strategies and tactics the antislavery women devised a
pictorial essay presenting rare graphics from both sides of abolitionist debates and a final
chapter comparing the experiences of the american and british women who attended the 1840
world anti slavery convention in london lane here illuminates the african american experience
through a close look at a single city once the metropolitan headquarters of black america now
typical of many he recognizes that urban history offers more clues both to modern
accomplishments and to modern problems than the dead past of rural slavery the book s
historical section is based on hundreds of newly discovered scrapbooks kept by william henry
dorsey philadelphia s first black historian these provide an intimate and comprehensive view of
the critical period between the civil war and about 1900 when african americans formally free
and increasingly urban made the biggest educational and occupational gains in history dorsey s
tens of thousands of newspaper clippings and other sources detail records of high culture and
low success and scandal personal and public life in the final chapters lane outlines the urban
situation today the strong parallels between past and present that suggest the power of
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continuity and the equally strong differences that point to the possibility of change a
cumulative list of works represented by library of congress printed cards what are graphic
novels how are graphic novels different from other kinds of writing find out how graphic novels
are similar to and different from comic books explore features such as panels drawing styles
and dialogue bubbles then discover graphic novel genres including fiction nonfiction manga
and more a groundbreaking collective biography narrating the history of emancipation through
the life stories of women of african descent in the americas james forten knew how important
freedom was he was a free african american born in philadelphia pennsylvania when the
american revolution started in 1776 james was too young to help fight for freedom from british
rule but in 1781 at age fifteen he took a job on the royal louis an american ship a british
warship soon captured the royal louis james was taken prisoner the british often sold african
american prisoners into slavery what would happen to james would he ever see his family again
this four volume set examines every social movement in american history from the great
struggles for abolition civil rights and women s equality to the more specific quests for
prohibition consumer safety unemployment insurance and global justice america was founded
on the concept of the innate and inalienable rights of humankind many christians see an echo
of the imago dei that every human being carries the image of god within those ideals yet these
rights were systemically withheld from the black and enslaved residents of this country for
centuries through it all black people have proclaimed the truth of their dignity and personhood
in powerful and profound ways crowned with glory collects many of the writings of these men
and women both familiar and lesser known to shine a light on what has always been there an
enormous movement of black americans demanding the liberty they were promised and
deserved with moving and insightful reflections on these oft forgotten or suppressed voices
author jasmine l holmes offers a hopeful and encouraging testament to the power of
unrelenting cries for justice that will strike a chord with anyone looking for a robust christian
history of resistance if you want to understand how we got here read this book if you want to
know where we go from here read it again how popular theater including blackface characters
reflected and influenced attitudes toward race the slave trade and ideas of liberty in early
america jenna m gibbs explores the world of theatrical and related print production on both
sides of the atlantic in an age of remarkable political and social change her deeply researched
study of working class and middling entertainment covers the period of the american
revolution through the first half of the nineteenth century examining controversies over the
place of black people in the anglo american moral imagination taking a transatlantic and nearly
century long view performing the temple of liberty draws on a wide range of performed texts
as well as ephemera broadsides ballads and cartoons and traces changes in white racial
attitudes gibbs asks how popular entertainment incorporated and helped define concepts of
liberty natural rights the nature of blackness and the evils of slavery while also generating
widespread acceptance in america and in great britain of blackface performance as a form of
racial ridicule readers follow the migration of theatrical texts images and performers between
london and philadelphia the story is not flattering to either the united states or great britain
gibbs s account demonstrates how british portrayals of africans ran to the sympathetic and to a
definition of liberty that produced slave manumission in 1833 yet reflected an increasingly
racialized sense of cultural superiority on the american stage the treatment of blacks devolved
into a denigrating patronizing view embedded both in blackface burlesque and in the idea of
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liberty the figure of the white goddess performing the temple of liberty will appeal to readers
across disciplinary lines of history literature theater history and culture studies scholars and
students interested in slavery and abolition british and american politics and culture and
atlantic history will also take an interest in this provocative work americana 1532 1700
preliminary short title list 1934 35 p 24 39 johnson pursued all phases of his music with
unmatched skill and fervor even to the detriment of his health at the time of his untimely death
in 1844 johnson had become the most prolific and widely traveled american composer
bandmaster and performer in our nation s first century jacket a radical new vision of the nation
s founding era and a major act of historical recovery featuring more than 120 writers this
groundbreaking anthology reveals the astonishing richness and diversity of black experience in
the turbulent decades of the american revolution black writers of the founding era is the most
comprehensive anthology ever published of black writing from the turbulent decades
surrounding the birth of the united states an unprecedented archive of historical sources
including more than 200 poems letters sermons newspaper advertisements slave narratives
testimonies of faith and religious conversion criminal confessions court transcripts travel
accounts private journals wills petitions for freedom even dreams by over 100 authors it is a
collection that reveals the surprising richness and diversity of black experience in the new
nation here are writers both enslaved and free loyalist and patriot female and male northern
and southern soldiers seamen and veterans painters poets accountants orators scientists
community organizers preachers restaurateurs and cooks hairdressers criminals carpenters
and many more along with long famous works like phillis wheatley s poems and benjamin
banneker s astonishing mathematical and scientific puzzles are dozens of first person
narratives offering little known black perspectives on the events of the times like the boston
massacre and the death of george washington from their bold and eloquent contributions to
public debates about the meanings of the revolution and the values of the new nation writings
that dramatize the many ways in which protest activism and community organizing have been
integral to the black american experience from the beginning to their intimate thoughts
preserved in private diaries and letters some unseen to the present day the words of the many
writers gathered here will indelibly alter our understandings of american history a foreword by
annette gordon reed and an introduction by james g basker along with introductory headnotes
and explanatory notes drawing on cutting edge scholarship illuminate these writers works and
to situate them in their historical contexts a 16 page color photo insert presents portraits of
some of the writers included and images of the original manuscripts broadside and books in
which their words have been preserved in search of liberty explores how african americans
since the founding of the united states have understood their struggles for freedom as part of
the larger atlantic world the essays in this volume capture the pursuits of equality and justice
by african americans across the atlantic world through the end of the nineteenth century as
their fights for emancipation and enfranchisement in the united states continued this book
illuminates stories of individual black people striving to escape slavery in places like nova
scotia louisiana and mexico and connects their eff orts to emigration movements from the
united states to africa and the caribbean as well as to black abolitionist campaigns in europe by
placing these diverse stories in conversation editors ronald angelo johnson and ousmane k
power greene have curated a larger story that is only beginning to be told by focusing on black
internationalism in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in search of liberty reveals that
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black freedom struggles in the united states were rooted in transnational networks much
earlier than the better known movements of the twentieth century
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A Gentleman of Color
2003-06-05

winch has written the first full length biography of james forten a hero of african american
history and one of the most remarkable men in 19th century america born into a free black
family in 1766 forten served in the revolutionary war as a teenager by 1810 he had earned the
distinction of being the leading sailmaker in philadelphia soon after forten emerged as a leader
in philadelphia s black community and was active in a wide range of reform activities especially
prominent in national and international antislavery movements he served as vice president of
the american anti slavery society and became close friends with william lloyd garrison to whom
he lent money to start up the liberator his family were all active abolitionists and a
granddaughter charlotte forten published a famous diary of her experiences teaching ex slaves
in south carolina s sea islands during the civil war this is the first serious biography of forten
who stands beside harriet tubman frederick douglass booker t washington and martin luther
king jr in the pantheon of african americans who fundamentally shaped american history

The Prison-Ship Adventure of James Forten,
Revolutionary War Captive
2014-01-01

captured at sea a young man must choose between his country and his freedom the atlantic
ocean 1781 james forten is a free african american sailor on an american ship the royal louis
during the revolutionary war after his ship is captured by the british he becomes a prisoner on
the amphion james worries that he will be sold as a slave will james ever see his home again

The Forgotten Fifth
2009-06-30

as the united states gained independence a full fifth of the country s population was african
american the experiences of these men and women have been largely ignored in the accounts
of the colonies glorious quest for freedom in this compact volume gary b nash reorients our
understanding of early america and reveals the perilous choices of the founding fathers that
shaped the nation s future nash tells of revolutionary fervor arousing a struggle for freedom
that spiraled into the largest slave rebellion in american history as blacks fled servitude to fight
for the british who promised freedom in exchange for military service the revolutionary army
never matched the british offer and most histories of the period have ignored this remarkable
story the conventional wisdom says that abolition was impossible in the fragile new republic
nash however argues that an unusual convergence of factors immediately after the war created
a unique opportunity to dismantle slavery the founding fathers failure to commit to freedom led
to the waning of abolitionism just as it had reached its peak in the opening decades of the
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nineteenth century as nash demonstrates their decision enabled the ideology of white
supremacy to take root and with it the beginnings of an irreparable national fissure the moral
failure of the revolution was paid for in the 1860s with the lives of the 600 000 americans killed
in the civil war the forgotten fifth is a powerful story of the nation s multiple and painful paths
to freedom

Library Company of Philadelphia: 1993 Annual Report
2010-02-09

a fresh compilation of essays and entries based on the latest research this work documents
african american culture and political activism from the slavery era through the 20th century
encyclopedia of african american history introduces readers to the significant people events
sociopolitical movements and ideas that have shaped african american life from earliest contact
between african peoples and europeans through the late 20th century this encyclopedia places
the african american experience in the context of the entire african diaspora with entries
organized in sections on african european contact and enslavement culture resistance and
identity during enslavement political activism from the revolutionary war to southern
emancipation political activism from reconstruction to the modern civil rights movement black
nationalism and urbanization and pan africanism and contemporary black america based on the
latest scholarship and engagingly written there is no better go to reference for exploring the
history of african americans and their distinctive impact on american society politics business
literature art food clothing music language and technology

Encyclopedia of African American History [3 volumes]
1970

focusing on nineteenth century poetry written by working class and african american women
jennifer putzi demonstrates how an emphasis on relationships between and among people and
texts shaped the poems that women wrote the avenues they took to gain access to print and the
way their poems functioned within a variety of print cultures

Dictionary Catalog of the Jesse E. Moorland Collection of
Negro Life and History, Howard University Library,
Washington, D.C.
2021-10-29

unfolds a multifaceted literary history of race relations in the united states this book features
narratives on such well known figures as abraham lincoln harriet beecher stowe mark twain
frederick douglass and others
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Fair Copy
2006-04-19

from the earliest texts of the colonial period to works contemporary with emancipation african
american literature has been a dialogue across color lines and a medium through which black
writers have been able to exert considerable authority on both sides of that racial demarcation
dickson d bruce argues that contrary to prevailing perceptions of african american voices as
silenced and excluded from american history those voices were loud and clear within the
context of the wider culture these writers offered powerful widely read and widely appreciated
commentaries on american ideals and ambitions the origins of african american literature
provides strong evidence to demonstrate just how much writers engaged in a surprising
number of dialogues with society as a whole along with an extensive discussion of major
authors and texts including phillis wheatley s poetry frederick douglass s narrative harriet
jacobs incidents in the life of a slave girl and martin delany s blake bruce explores less
prominent works and writers as well thereby grounding african american writing in its
changing historical settings the origins of african american literature is an invaluable
revelation of the emergence and sources of the specifically african american literary tradition
and the forces that helped shape it

From Bondage to Liberation
2001

sketches of the higher classes of colored society in philadelphia first published in 1841 was
written by joseph willson a southern black man who had moved to philadelphia he wrote this
book to convince whites that the african american community in his adopted city did indeed
have a class structure and he offers advice to his black readers about how they should use their
privileged status the significance of willson s account lies in its sophisticated analysis of the
issues of class and race in philadelphia it is all the more important in that it predates w e b du
bois s the philadelphia negro by more than half a century julie winch has written a substantial
introduction and prepared extensive annotation she identifies the people willson wrote about
and gives readers a sense of philadelphia s multifaceted and richly textured african american
community the elite of our people will interest urban antebellum and african american
historians as well as individuals with a general interest in african american history this volume
has withstood the test of time it remains readable joseph willson was well read articulate and
had a keen eye for detail his message is as timely today as it was in 1841 the people he wrote
about were remarkable individuals whose lives were as complex as his own

The Origins of African American Literature, 1680-1865
2016-03-15
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despite important recovery and authentication efforts during the last twenty five years the vast
majority of nineteenth century african american writers and their work remain unknown to
today s readers moreover the most widely used anthologies of black writing have established a
canon based largely on current interests and priorities seeking to establish a broader
perspective this collection brings together a wealth of autobiographical writings fiction poetry
speeches sermons essays and journalism that better portrays the intellectual and cultural
debates social and political struggles and community publications and institutions that
nurtured black writers from the early 1800s to the eve of the harlem renaissance as editor
ajuan mance notes previous collections have focused mainly on writing that found a significant
audience among white readers consequently authors whose work appeared in african american
owned publications for a primarily black audience such as solomon g brown henrietta cordelia
ray and t thomas fortune have faded from memory even figures as celebrated as frederick
douglass and paul laurence dunbar are today much better known for their cross racial writings
than for the larger bodies of work they produced for a mostly african american readership
there has also been a tendency in modern canon making especially in the genre of
autobiography to stress antebellum writing rather than writings produced after the civil war
and reconstruction similarly religious writings despite the centrality of the church in the
everyday lives of black readers and the interconnectedness of black spiritual and intellectual
life have not received the emphasis they deserve filling those critical gaps with a selection of
143 works by 65 writers before harlem presents as never before an in depth picture of the
literary aesthetic and intellectual landscape of nineteenth century african america and will be a
valuable resource for a new generation of readers

The Elite of Our People: Joseph Willson's Sketches of
Black Upper-Class Life in Antebellum Philadelphia
2005-10-30

in this groundbreaking study portnoy links antebellum indian removal debates with crucial
simultaneous debates about african americans abolition of slavery and african colonization
revealing ways european american women negotiated prohibitions to make their voices heard

Before Harlem
1971

vol 1 a f vol 2 g o vol 3 p z modern period

Their Right to Speak
2018-05-31

a small group of black and white american women who banded together in the 1830s and
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1840s to remedy the evils of slavery and racism the antislavery females included many who
ultimately struggled for equal rights for women as well organizing fundraising fairs writing
pamphlets and giftbooks circulating petitions even speaking before promiscuous audiences
including men and women the antislavery women energetically created a diverse and dynamic
political culture a lively exploration of this nineteenth century reform movement the
abolitionist sisterhood includes chapters on the principal female antislavery societies
discussions of black women s political culture in the antebellum north articles on the strategies
and tactics the antislavery women devised a pictorial essay presenting rare graphics from both
sides of abolitionist debates and a final chapter comparing the experiences of the american and
british women who attended the 1840 world anti slavery convention in london

Notable American Women, 1607-1950
1991-08-15

lane here illuminates the african american experience through a close look at a single city once
the metropolitan headquarters of black america now typical of many he recognizes that urban
history offers more clues both to modern accomplishments and to modern problems than the
dead past of rural slavery the book s historical section is based on hundreds of newly
discovered scrapbooks kept by william henry dorsey philadelphia s first black historian these
provide an intimate and comprehensive view of the critical period between the civil war and
about 1900 when african americans formally free and increasingly urban made the biggest
educational and occupational gains in history dorsey s tens of thousands of newspaper
clippings and other sources detail records of high culture and low success and scandal
personal and public life in the final chapters lane outlines the urban situation today the strong
parallels between past and present that suggest the power of continuity and the equally strong
differences that point to the possibility of change

The Abolitionist Sisterhood
1974-10

a cumulative list of works represented by library of congress printed cards

William Dorsey's Philadelphia and Ours
2014-09-01

what are graphic novels how are graphic novels different from other kinds of writing find out
how graphic novels are similar to and different from comic books explore features such as
panels drawing styles and dialogue bubbles then discover graphic novel genres including
fiction nonfiction manga and more
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Library of Congress Catalog
1854

a groundbreaking collective biography narrating the history of emancipation through the life
stories of women of african descent in the americas

What Are Graphic Novels?
1854

james forten knew how important freedom was he was a free african american born in
philadelphia pennsylvania when the american revolution started in 1776 james was too young
to help fight for freedom from british rule but in 1781 at age fifteen he took a job on the royal
louis an american ship a british warship soon captured the royal louis james was taken prisoner
the british often sold african american prisoners into slavery what would happen to james
would he ever see his family again

God's Image in Ebony
1981

this four volume set examines every social movement in american history from the great
struggles for abolition civil rights and women s equality to the more specific quests for
prohibition consumer safety unemployment insurance and global justice

God's Image in Ebony: being a series of biographical
sketches, facts, ancedotes, etc. demonstrative of the
mental powers and intellectual capacities of the Negro
race. Edited by H. G. Adams. With a brief sketch of the
anti-slavery movement in America, by F. W. Chesson; and
a concluding chapter of additional evidence
communicated by Wilson Armistead
1945

america was founded on the concept of the innate and inalienable rights of humankind many
christians see an echo of the imago dei that every human being carries the image of god within
those ideals yet these rights were systemically withheld from the black and enslaved residents
of this country for centuries through it all black people have proclaimed the truth of their
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dignity and personhood in powerful and profound ways crowned with glory collects many of the
writings of these men and women both familiar and lesser known to shine a light on what has
always been there an enormous movement of black americans demanding the liberty they were
promised and deserved with moving and insightful reflections on these oft forgotten or
suppressed voices author jasmine l holmes offers a hopeful and encouraging testament to the
power of unrelenting cries for justice that will strike a chord with anyone looking for a robust
christian history of resistance if you want to understand how we got here read this book if you
want to know where we go from here read it again

The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints
1996

how popular theater including blackface characters reflected and influenced attitudes toward
race the slave trade and ideas of liberty in early america jenna m gibbs explores the world of
theatrical and related print production on both sides of the atlantic in an age of remarkable
political and social change her deeply researched study of working class and middling
entertainment covers the period of the american revolution through the first half of the
nineteenth century examining controversies over the place of black people in the anglo
american moral imagination taking a transatlantic and nearly century long view performing the
temple of liberty draws on a wide range of performed texts as well as ephemera broadsides
ballads and cartoons and traces changes in white racial attitudes gibbs asks how popular
entertainment incorporated and helped define concepts of liberty natural rights the nature of
blackness and the evils of slavery while also generating widespread acceptance in america and
in great britain of blackface performance as a form of racial ridicule readers follow the
migration of theatrical texts images and performers between london and philadelphia the story
is not flattering to either the united states or great britain gibbs s account demonstrates how
british portrayals of africans ran to the sympathetic and to a definition of liberty that produced
slave manumission in 1833 yet reflected an increasingly racialized sense of cultural superiority
on the american stage the treatment of blacks devolved into a denigrating patronizing view
embedded both in blackface burlesque and in the idea of liberty the figure of the white goddess
performing the temple of liberty will appeal to readers across disciplinary lines of history
literature theater history and culture studies scholars and students interested in slavery and
abolition british and american politics and culture and atlantic history will also take an interest
in this provocative work
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johnson pursued all phases of his music with unmatched skill and fervor even to the detriment
of his health at the time of his untimely death in 1844 johnson had become the most prolific
and widely traveled american composer bandmaster and performer in our nation s first century
jacket

As If She Were Free
2008-01-01

a radical new vision of the nation s founding era and a major act of historical recovery
featuring more than 120 writers this groundbreaking anthology reveals the astonishing
richness and diversity of black experience in the turbulent decades of the american revolution
black writers of the founding era is the most comprehensive anthology ever published of black
writing from the turbulent decades surrounding the birth of the united states an
unprecedented archive of historical sources including more than 200 poems letters sermons
newspaper advertisements slave narratives testimonies of faith and religious conversion
criminal confessions court transcripts travel accounts private journals wills petitions for
freedom even dreams by over 100 authors it is a collection that reveals the surprising richness
and diversity of black experience in the new nation here are writers both enslaved and free
loyalist and patriot female and male northern and southern soldiers seamen and veterans
painters poets accountants orators scientists community organizers preachers restaurateurs
and cooks hairdressers criminals carpenters and many more along with long famous works like
phillis wheatley s poems and benjamin banneker s astonishing mathematical and scientific
puzzles are dozens of first person narratives offering little known black perspectives on the
events of the times like the boston massacre and the death of george washington from their
bold and eloquent contributions to public debates about the meanings of the revolution and the
values of the new nation writings that dramatize the many ways in which protest activism and
community organizing have been integral to the black american experience from the beginning
to their intimate thoughts preserved in private diaries and letters some unseen to the present
day the words of the many writers gathered here will indelibly alter our understandings of
american history a foreword by annette gordon reed and an introduction by james g basker
along with introductory headnotes and explanatory notes drawing on cutting edge scholarship
illuminate these writers works and to situate them in their historical contexts a 16 page color
photo insert presents portraits of some of the writers included and images of the original
manuscripts broadside and books in which their words have been preserved
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in search of liberty explores how african americans since the founding of the united states have
understood their struggles for freedom as part of the larger atlantic world the essays in this
volume capture the pursuits of equality and justice by african americans across the atlantic
world through the end of the nineteenth century as their fights for emancipation and
enfranchisement in the united states continued this book illuminates stories of individual black
people striving to escape slavery in places like nova scotia louisiana and mexico and connects
their eff orts to emigration movements from the united states to africa and the caribbean as
well as to black abolitionist campaigns in europe by placing these diverse stories in
conversation editors ronald angelo johnson and ousmane k power greene have curated a larger
story that is only beginning to be told by focusing on black internationalism in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries in search of liberty reveals that black freedom struggles in the united
states were rooted in transnational networks much earlier than the better known movements of
the twentieth century

Prisoner for Liberty
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Dictionary Catalog of the Arthur B. Spingarn Collection
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Encyclopedia of American Social Movements
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Crowned with Glory
2014-06-20

Dictionary Catalog
2003

Performing the Temple of Liberty
1998

American Book Publishing Record
2006

The Annual Report of the Library Company of
Philadelphia
2023-12-12

Francis Johnson (1792-1844)
1976

Library Company of Philadelphia: 1998 Annual Report
1968
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Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series

The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints
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